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2022 IS BEHIND US – GOOD RIDDANCE SAY MANY

In our previous issue, we promised a look back,
and particularly some projections for 2023! First,
however, lets' look at last week's news items of
importance. In a holiday week, you often see
significant unimportant and irrelevant news
activity, but this week – not so much! We started
the week with increased bombing attacks on Kyiv
and all of Ukraine. Putin addressed his people
from the Kremlin, telling them, "Moral and
historical rightness is on our side." From our news
perspective, the nightly news is not focusing much
on war talk or war reality; it is an old story now,
much like 1941, when we ignored the news
coming from both Europe and the Pacific prior to
Pearl Harbor. We heard more about North Korea
this week from their leader Kim Jong Un, who
vowed an exponential increase in their nuclear
weapon arsenal while threatening the real enemy
in the world - "Western Powers."

Southwest airlines certainly captured enough "bad
press" this week, as did the Trump tax returns. But
maybe the most important headline, or lack
thereof, was news from China suggesting the head
of China's National Food and Strategic Reserves
Administration, Zhang Wufeng, had been removed
from his post and expelled from the Communist
party. (He is probably on his way to Siberia or
points north as we write this). The previous day
China had announced that COFCO and Sinograin
would be merged, forming a new company to
manage the state grain reserves. Sometimes when
big markets develop, as they did this year,
someone has to take the fall for not recognizing
what to do or when to do it! Or maybe it is just a
move to advance a tougher negotiation posture as
new U.S. trade talks seem to be looming on the
horizon. Or maybe, the new Russia – North Korea
– China alliance requires a major rework of their
policies and procedures? Time will tell!
In the very broad picture this week, beans, soybean
meal, gold, and wheat all closed significantly
higher, while corn, cattle, hogs, and equities
lacked any significant spark in a dull and low
volume trade. The downside winner was natural
gas, reaching ten-week lows amidst speculative
liquidation. Then there was a collapse of bean oil
closing well off the week's highs and the dollar,
which gave us a new six-month low close on
Friday. The takeaway from all this might be
continued weakness in the dollar that might
strengthen exports to a limited degree, but more
importantly, the realization that weather is still
front and center in our markets in soybean meal
and wheat. The crazy markets may not be over!?
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Overview
Yes, the real leader in December was soybean
meal, closing $60 a ton off the November close,
which can be attributed to Argentine weather and
economic conditions. In our November 25th issue
of Price Perceptions, we started focusing on
Argentina. We said, “Last week we focused on the
late planting issue in Argentina and their massive
debt and inflation. Again this week, we share the
weather maps, and again this week, slim planting
progress is a growing issue for those beyond
Argentina who desperately need Argentine-origin
protein and oil. These markets could be extremely
unsettled, advancing soybean prices at a time
when we should be looking beyond China's
demand and at crop progress in Brazil. Over the
past few days, temperatures in Argentina have
risen, pushing above 100 degrees in some
locations. Rains have continued to be minimal in
scope, and the outlook for the week ahead is not
optimal. Corn planting to date has not even
reached 24% complete, and beans just over 19%.
(March meal closed at $404).”
Recent price action helped underline the
importance of Argentina and the current threat to
its soybean crop (and, in turn, meal availability for
export). It gave us the rally back over the $15
mark in beans. Why is a soybean production threat
to Argentina such a big deal? Argentina is the
world's largest exporter of soybean meal which is a
key protein supplement for food and animal feeds.
For the 22/23 crop, they are currently projected to
export 27.6 MMT of meal, accounting for 39% of
global exports. Note the top Argy customers in
today's graphs, and you see their share of the Far
East meal business is very significant.
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Overview
The potential supply disruption this year for
Argentine customers could be exasperated by
processing slowdowns in the EU due to fuel and
electricity shortages because of the war, creating
additional EU demand. The lack of meal
storability makes it much more of a hand-to-mouth
product than other commodities, which leaves
importers almost constantly in a short-bought
posture where they are forced to scramble for
coverage when a supply disruption occurs. This is
what leads to the face-ripping cash, futures, and
spread rallies in meal we have grown accustomed
to from time to time.

Here in the U.S., net sales of 264,300 MT of meal
for 2022/2023 were announced last week, with
Colombia taking almost half of the total.
Seventeen weeks into the new marketing year,
combined soybean export sales plus shipments
total 43.108 MMT (1.584 bb) which is 4% ahead
of last year's bean commitments on this date. Total
commitments are 77% of projected exports ahead
of the five-year average of 73%. Outstanding sales
on the books of 16.4 MMT are led by China with
7.1 mmt and unknown with 5.6 MMT.
Accumulated exports stand at 26.7 MMT
compared to 28.8 MMT this time a year ago. Price
differentials to Brazil are bothersome and continue
to suggest U.S. bean exports could fall
significantly in the days just ahead, and
cancellations could become a market feature
making for a first-quarter top in our bean market.
The U.S. farmer has been an active seller of $15
beans, and this meal rally may provide another
opportunity to increase average prices, making
2022-23 returns much better than last year and
encouraging soybean acreage when we need a
place to go with corn acres?

Argentina is set for another round of rain over the
weekend; however, forecasts suggest these totals
may not be great enough to prevent overall
increases in crop stress. Declines in yield potential
due to stressful conditions leading into the rain
event and a return to hot and dry conditions next
week are probable. A reduction in total soybean
acreage is a wild card at this point, but probable.
The outlook in Brazil remains mostly favorable,
with regular rains supportive of development for
the next couple of weeks. The dry region of Rio
Grande do Sul into Paraguay should get some
relief also over this period but will continue to
miss out on bigger moisture to the north.
At the end of the day, global soybean supplies
are set to increase year over year, but not as
much as envisioned weeks ago. Argentina's
weather challenges are going to determine how
much we are going to shave off the top. Last
Tuesday, the Buenos Aires Grain Exchange
reported Argentina's soybean crop ratings
deteriorated to 10% G/E and 28% P/VP from 12%
G/E and 25% P/VP last week. Last year at this
time, the crop was rated 57% G/E and 8% P/VP.
The soybean crop is 72.2% planted compared to
87.5% this time last year and the five-year average
of 86.1%. The takeaway from this is ---- "Houston,
we have a problem!" We see a reduction in meal
production from the Southern hemisphere, even
considering that Brazil can come forth with good
crops and increased production. Meal users still
need to get comfortable. India increased
production is already a reality; now, the U.S. must
channel meal more aggressively into export
markets East, South, and West. We expect we will
continue to see a very volatile meal trade and
soybean markets that have just raised the price
floor from estimates of just 60 days ago!
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Overview
may be lackluster.

Although U.S. meal exports have not advanced
primarily due to U.S. demand, India is reacting to
these high prices, which should really help in
keeping world prices reasonable. In October, they
exported just 40 thousand tons of soy meal but
reached 164m tons In November, and for the year
have exported 2.4 MMT of oilseed meal protein –
up 50% on the year! Main buyers, you guessed it,
the Far East, where South Korea, Vietnam, and
Thailand led the parade. India is experiencing an
impressive investment in new oilseed crush plants
from primarily major word processors. High prices
solve high prices and create competitors. The
current panic coverage situation in meal could be
rectified rather quickly if Brazil crops continue to
perform, allowing export levels to increase, and if
the U.S. starts focusing more intently and more
quickly on West Coast/East Coast meal exports.

Heading into 2023, it is time to call out Russia.
They are the primary reason for an out-of-control
inflation scene. Yes, covid created the U.S. debt
load, but Russia created the unpredictable world
environment. It has accelerated the trend of Russia
being the dominant influence in world wheat
prices. Yes, there are new trends on the horizon,
like the climate change challenge, the Southern
Hemisphere gaining market share across the food
spectrum, the China-Brazil-Russia alliance, and
organic and synthetic food production - to name
just a few. But taking it down to the marketplace
level, you must look at futures trade, where
volumes are poor as customers look for less
volatile tools. CME stock is at multi-year lows
even in the face of an interest income bonanza.
On the positive side, U.S. farmers are well
financed and ready to build storage, choose when
they want to market products, invest in truck
transportation abilities, and even carry grain into
new crop positions. It is a new world down on the
farm until you can't pay the bills with what you
sell. Let's hope we can all find ways to keep that
from happening.

We have included several graphs today that tell
their own story. Interest rates have quickly
achieved a level that is getting consumer response,
as noted in the pending home sale graph. Forgotten
for a moment is the advancing drought into high
production acreage – see maps. Then we focused
on the Argentine stats and world meal stats,
where you easily see that a 20% decrease in
Argentina meal exports requires more of a
response than just India. We have a meal
market ahead – strong prices – which is a
psychological change from USDA projections,
even considering our demand within the U.S.

Our wish to you is good health, prosperity, and
happiness heading into the challenges 2023 will
offer.

Brazil has been in a better position to satisfy normal Argentine meal customers and thus
their prices have been advancing quickly. Look for U.S. meal to become a cheaper alternative than Brazil shortly.
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An unstable Argentine economy, 80% inflation
rate, and late planting and dry conditions over
soybean acreage is causing traditional customers
of the largest meal export country to lock in supplies elsewhere. This was the ag story of the
week. Look for more U.S. export capacity to surface in the months ahead.
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Overview

The East U.S. had some increases in ground water conditions in this 10 week period, But in the
west/Southwest intensity of the drought elevated as the Texas panhandle , Western Oklahoma,
Nebraska, and Western Iowa all saw a decrease in Groundwater. With winter now with us when
reduced moisture is somewhat of a norm, HRW wheat will continue to be the crop of concern.
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A Look Back And A Look Ahead

Last year Brazil weather, China demand, and the war potentially tightening world supplies drove prices quickly off early
Jan lows. A 30% plus rally in 35 days was the end result. Last year’s dynamics will be difficult to duplicate, but world
users see reasons for extended coverage and a $6 floor seems in effect for a well financed corn long—the farmer.

The wheat market was caught in a slumbering state a year ago as war hysteria developed. Volatility levels expanded
shrinking trade creating thin and dynamic futures prices. The market is still unsettled with the Russian dominance in
world markets and HRW weather an issue, but sees stats that are not supportive. First quarter highs could be a feature.
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Continued

A year ago beans were watching Brazil weather reduce yields. That accelerated as the first quarter unfolded. Here again,
we have a market that has focused on bear Southern hemisphere production statistics, and needs more risk premium.
Brazil producers have aggressively sold forward thanks to their currency. Meal prices should elevate 23 soybean lows.

A bearish outlook at the beginning of 2022 focused on bean oil strength as weather forced short covering and a 30%
first quarter rally. This year December trade was also dynamic where the main story revolved around the world’s biggest meal exporter. Oil share is crumbling as we speak. Protein alternatives are strained. High prices are in our future.
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Continued

This was a war market like none other in last year’s first quarter. Then the inflation fight escalated. The December test
of $70 has provided the opportunity for a bottom. but it may be challenged. We doubt this market will see the type of
dynamic trade we saw in 2022.

Last year this market found January selling. In 2023 we also feel this market will experience long liquidation. Stocks lead
markets into a recession and lead you out of a recession. Is their a recession coming? At least the threat will surface.
As money looks to move to high interest rates and other assets, a major multi year low could happen in the equity markets.
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Continued

January provided a dramatic upside move last year. In October of this year we challenged 2022 lows. Fundamentals
suggest we may follow cattle into higher prices. Charts also suggest we have a big base of trade. Caution to bears.

When the cost of inputs expanded last year, cattle futures headed South. In 2023 we have seen a reduction in cattle on
feed and a solid rally into new highs that suggests a major fourth PriceCount could be the end result. Anti inflation efforts
are still in place which could surface on meats making for a rocky and choppy and unpredictable trade. Caution
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Corn

Oats

The market rallied through the initial recovery zone
last week and into the primary recovery zone this
week. The initial recovery zone ranged from $6.56
to $6.61 and was achieved. The primary recovery
zone ranges from $6.73 to $6.82 and is currently
operative. The initial pullback zone ranges from
$6.60 to $6.54. The standard pullback zone ranges
from $6.40 to $6.22 and held the market’s decline.
The primary pullback zone ranges from $5.82 to
$5.37. The stochastics gave a sell signal from
overbought territory on 12/30. The MACD turned
higher on 12/13.

The market rallied through the initial recovery zone
this week. The initial recovery zone ranged from
$3.63 to $3.71 and was achieved. The standard
recovery zone ranges from $4.15 to $4.36. The
primary recovery zone ranges from $4.81 to $5.18.
The initial pullback zone ranges from $3.52 to
$3.46. Stochastics gave a sell signal from
overbought territory on 12/29. The MACD turned
higher on 12/20.

Indices

The PriceCounts™ study is a
tool that can help to project the
distance of a move in price.
Contact CIS for more information
and a FREE TRIAL at

The market traded in and out of the primary
pullback zone this week. The primary pullback zone
ranges from $3855.60 to $3777.90 and has held the
market’s decline. The initial recovery zone ranges
from $3983.70 to $4030.40. Stochastics gave a buy
signal from oversold territory on 12/29. The MACD
turned lower on 12/5.

admin@pricecounts.com
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Oilseed Complex

Note: we have reconfigured the chart and moved to
the March contract. The market rallied sharply
higher this week. The initial pullback zone ranges
from $14.75 to $14.60. The standard pullback zone
ranges from $14.18 to $13.89. The primary pullback
zone ranges from $12.87 to $12.19. Stochastics are
approaching overbought territory. The MACD
turned higher on 12/27.

The market rallied sharply this week. The initial
pullback zone ranges from $460 to $455.80. The
standard pullback zone ranges from $425.10 to
$412.90. The primary pullback zone ranges from
$398.80 to $380.30. Stochastics turned higher on
12/27 and are approaching overbought territory
again. The MACD is on the verge of turning up.

Note: we have reconfigured the chart and moved to
the March contract. This market has an excellent
base of trade. The primary recovery zone ranges
from $952.20 to $994. The initial pullback zone
ranges from $840.30 to $830.50. The primary
pullback zone ranges from $811.70 to $735.90.
Stochastics turned lower on 12/30. The MACD
turned higher on 12/5.

The market rallied into the initial recovery zone and
then setback. The initial recovery zone ranges from
65.50 to 67.20 and held the markets advance. The
initial pullback zone ranges from 62.70 to 61.70.
The primary pullback zone ranges from 56.30 to
51.15. Stochastics gave a sell signal from
overbought territory on 12/29. The MACD turned
higher on 12/20.
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Wheat

The market rallied this week. The initial recovery
zone ranges from $8.22 to $8.46. The standard
recovery zone ranges from $9.19 to $9.67. The
primary recovery zone ranges from $9.97 to $10.64.
The initial pullback zone ranges from $7.61 to
$7.51. The stochastics are in overbought territory.
The MACD turned higher on 12/14.

The market rallied into the initial recovery zone and
then setback. The initial recovery zone ranges from
$8.94 to $9.12 and held the market’s advance. The
standard recovery zone ranges from $10.00 to
$10.43. The primary recovery zone ranges from
$10.87 to $11.53. The initial pullback zone ranges
from $8.57 to $8.49. Stochastics are approaching
overbought territory. The MACD turned higher on
12/20.

The market bounced between the initial recovery
and pullback zones. The initial recovery zone
ranges from $9.41 to $9.53. The standard recovery
zone ranges from $10.51 to $10.93. The primary
recovery zone ranges from $11.33 to $11.95. The
initial pullback zone ranges from $9.15 to $9.09.
Stochastics are approaching overbought territory.
The MACD turned higher on 12/19.

The market traded in and out of the primary
pullback zone this week. The primary pullback zone
ranges from $309.80 to $280.10 and is currently
operative. The initial recovery zone ranges from
$326.65 to $334.40. The primary recovery zone
ranges from $363.65 to $380.29. Stochastics turned
lower on 12/28. The MACD turned higher on 12/21.
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Hogs

Cattle

Note: we have reconfigured the chart and moved to
the March contract. The market experienced
choppy trade this week. The initial pullback zone
ranges from $185.030 to $184.490. The standard
pullback zone ranges from $183.225 to $182.250.
The primary pullback zone ranges from $181.250 to
$179.810. Stochastics turned lower on 12/30. The
MACD turned higher on 12/21 and is positive.

The market rallied through the initial recovery zone
and then setback. The initial recovery zone ranged
from $86.685 to $87.920 and was achieved. The
initial pullback zone ranges from $86.515 to
$85.300. The stochastics gave a sell signal from
overbought territory on 12/29. The MACD turned
higher on 12/20.

First Time Reader?
Send us an email at
Info@cis-okc.com
And get our next issue
FREE!
www.cis-okc.com

The market rallied sharply higher this week. The
initial pullback zone ranges from $155.945 to
$155.175. The standard pullback zone ranges from
$153.215 to $151.785. The primary pullback zone
ranges from $147.840 to $145.120. Stochastics
gave a sell signal from overbought territory on
12/29. The MACD turned higher on 12/15.
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Precious Metals

Currencies

The market recovered slightly this week. This
market has an excellent base of trade. The initial
pullback zone ranges from $1786.10 to $1775.00.
The primary pullback zone ranges from $1737.10 to
$1711.70. The primary recovery zone ranges from
$1861.20 to $1916.30. Stochastics turned higher on
12/23. The MACD turned lower on 12/15.

The market traded slightly higher this week. The
initial recovery zone ranges from $.74335 to
$.74665. The standard recovery zone ranges from
$.75695 to $.76655.The primary recovery zone
ranges from $.77250 to $.78580. The stochastics
turned higher on 12/20. The MACD turned higher
on 12/23.

The market rallied deeper into the primary recovery
zone this week. The primary recovery zone ranges
from $23.200 to $24.545 and is currently operative.
The initial pullback zone ranges from $22.660 to
$22.200. The primary pullback zone ranges from
$21.050 to $20.215. Stochastics turned higher on
12/28 and are approaching overbought territory.
The MACD turned lower on 12/22.

The market setback slightly this week. The initial
recovery zone ranges from $105.160 to $105.710.
The standard recovery zone ranges from $106.645
to $107.550. The primary recovery zone ranges
from $108.645 to $110.030. Stochastics turned
lower on 12/28. The MACD turned higher on 12/14.
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Energies

Note: we have reconfigured the chart and moved to
the February contract. The market rallied higher this
week. The initial pullback zone ranges from
$2.2750 to $2.2160. The primary pullback zone
ranges from $2.1940 to $1.9835. The primary
recovery zone ranges from $2.5510 to $2.6760.
Stochastics are deep in overbought territory. The
MACD turned higher on 12/16.

Note: we have reconfigured the chart and moved to
the Feb contract. The market setback sharply this
week. The initial recovery zone ranges from $5.625
to $5.920. The standard recovery zone ranges from
$6.140 to $6.565. The primary recovery zone
ranges from $6.990 to $7.610. Stochastics are deep
in oversold territory. The MACD turned lower on
12/19.

The market rallied through the initial recovery zone
last week and into the standard recovery zone this
week. The initial recovery zone ranges from $76.70
to $78.25 and was achieved. The standard recovery
zone ranges from $80.75 to $83.30. The primary
recovery zone ranges from $88.30 to $92.65. The
primary pullback zone ranges from $75.90 to
$68.60. Stochastics are entering overbought
territory. The MACD turned higher on 12/15.

Note: we have reconfigured the chart and moved to
the Feb contract. The market rallied higher over the
past 2 weeks. The initial pullback zone ranges from
$3.0510 to $2.9780. The primary pullback zone
ranges from $2.6940 to $2.4145. The primary
recovery zone ranges from $3.3035 to $3.4360.
The stochastics are in overbought territory. The
MACD turned higher on 12/14.
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Softs

The market setback and continues to bounce
between zones. This market hs an excellent base
of trade. The initial pullback zone ranges from
$79.80 to $77.40. The initial recovery zone ranges
from $87.15 to $91.30. The primary recovery zone
ranges from $98.75 to $105.70. Stochastics turned
lower on 12/22. The MACD turned lower on 12/30.

The market setback sharply this week. The initial
recovery zone now ranges from $20.60 to $20.75.
The initial pullback zone ranges from $20.10 to
$19.85 and is currently operative. The standard
pullback zone ranges from $19.20 to $18.70. The
primary pullback zone ranges from $17.10 to
$16.15. Stochastics gave a sell signal from
overbought territory on 12/23. The MACD turned
lower on 12/29.

Bonds

The market continued to rally this week before
finally setting back. The primary recovery zone
ranges from $2486 to $2558 and was achieved.
The initial pullback zone ranges from $2545 to
$2515. The primary pullback zone ranges from
$2430 to $2373. Stochastics turned lower on 12/29.
The MACD turned higher on 12/22.
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The market setback and traded through the initial
pullback zone last week and into the primary
pullback zone this week. The initial pullback zone
ranges from $129.05 to $128.13 and was achieved.
The primary pullback zone ranges from 124.30 to
123.05. The primary recovery zone ranges from
130.25 to 134. The stochastics gave a buy signal
from oversold territory on 12/30. The MACD
turned lower on 12/19.
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“HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS HAVE MANY INHERENT LIMITATIONS, SOME OF WHICH ARE
DESCRIBED BELOW. NO REPRESENTATION IS BEING MADE THAT ANY ACCOUNT WILL OR IS LIKELYTO
ACHIEVE PROFITS OR LOSSES SIMILAR TO THOSE SHOWN. IN FACT, THERE ARE FREQUENTLY SHARP
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS AND THE ACTUAL RESULTS
SUBSEQUENTLY ACHIEVED BY ANY PARTICULAR TRADING PROGRAM. ONE OF THE LIMITATIONS OF
HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS IS THAT THEY ARE GENERALLY PREPARED WITH THE BENEFIT OF
HINDSIGHT. IN ADDITION, HYPOTHETICAL TRADING DOES NOT INVOLVE FINANCIAL RISK, AND NO
HYPOTHETICAL TRADING RECORD CAN COMPLETELY ACCOUNT FOR THE IMPACT OF FINANCIAL RISK IN
ACTUAL TRADING. FOR EXAMPLE, THE ABILITY TO WITHSTAND LOSSES OR TO ADHERE TO A PARTICULAR
TRADING PROGRAM IN SPITE OF TRADING LOSSES ARE MATERIAL POINTS WHICH CAN ALSO ADVERSELY
AFFECT ACTUAL TRADING RESULTS. THERE ARE NUMEROUS OTHER FACTORS RELATED TO THE MARKETS IN
GENERAL OR TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF ANY SPECIFIC TRADING PROGRAM WHICH CANNOT BE FULLY
ACCOUNTED FOR IN THE PREPARATION OF HYPOTHETICAL PERFORMANCE RESULTS AND ALL OF WHICH CAN
ADVERSELY AFFECT ACTUAL TRADING RESULTS.”
AN INVESTMENT IN FUTURES CONTRACTS IS SPECULATIVE, INVOLVES A HIGH DEGREE OF RISK AND IS
SUITABLE ONLY FOR PERSONS WHO CAN ASSUME THE RISK OF LOSS IN EXCESS OF THEIR MARGIN DEPOSITS.
YOU SHOULD CAREFULLY CONSIDER WHETHER FUTURES TRADING IS APPROPRIATE FOR YOU IN LIGHT OF
YOUR INVESTMENT EXPERIENCE, TRADING OBJECTIVES, FINANCIAL RESOURCES, AND OTHER RELEVANT
CIRCUMSTANCES. PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS.
COPYRIGHT WARNING: PURSUANT TO U.S. COPYRIGHT LAW, DAMAGES FOR LIABILITY OR INFRINGING A
COPYRIGHT MAY AMOUNT TO $30,000 PER INFRINGEMENT AND, IN THE CASE OF WILLFUL INFRINGEMENT, THE
AMOUNT MAY BE UP TO $150,000 PER INFRINGEMENT, IN ADDITION TO THE RECOVERY OF COSTS AND
ATTORNEY’S FEES. COMMODITY INFORMATION SYSTEMS, INC.• 2401 EXCHANGE AVE, STE E • OKLAHOMA
CITY, OK 73108 • (405) 604-8726
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